We are looking to recruit a fully qualified MNZAS Audiologist to take up a full time position within our
team.
Hearo Ltd is an independent, Waikato based, family business. We are a young, dynamic and growing
company. Hearo’s ethos is quality, value and trust. We offer clients a personal, individual experience
in an unrushed environment.
We have brand new clinic facilities and a team dedicated to supporting all the clinician’s requirements.
We offer a highly competitive professional wage, an option of a company car, private medical
insurance. We would also assist with a generous relocation package.
Hearo has a light touch, “servant leader” management style, we believe that as professionals, our
team should be empowered, heard and included in the exciting plans ahead. Our team meets regularly
for case discussions and to review the latest best value hearing aid technology for our clients.
We encourage time for study and professional development.
Our team spend a proportion of their time doing work to support the vulnerable in society; we are
actively looking for cases where people “fall through the cracks” and provide fully funded hearing
support. We are also proud sponsors of hearing dogs for the deaf and get a new doggy biography each
month to coo over!
Top of our wish list for an applicant are the qualities of kindness and empathy, patience and humour,
good communication skills, high clinical standards with a desire to continue learning, a full driving
license. If you can play the Ukele even better!

But- it’s not Auckand !!
Hamilton is a city on the move, offering fantastic lifestyle opportunities and value for money. (I live on
a lifestyle block, now an Olive Farm, 20 minutes out of the city, a perfect balance between urban and
rural)
We would like to offer the option of spending the day with us and having a grand tour, including a full
days pay, travel and dinner expenses.
Please send expressions of interest (treated with absolute confidence)
martin@hearo.co.nz
072142277
021445010

